
 

Rev It Up Reading Announces the Release of the  

10 Days to Faster Reading Audio Book 

New Audio Version Includes Accompanying Interviews 

Wallingford, CT — September 9, 2014 — Now people can learn the simple secrets to faster reading                 

WITHOUT reading! 10 Days to Faster Reading author Abby Marks Beale has taken her popular book                

and recorded the most essential strategies needed for becoming a better and faster reader. The audio                

book includes some modest updates to the 2001 manuscript and offers more about reading on               

screens and how to manage information overload. Buyers will also be encouraged to purchase the 10                

Days to Faster Reading eBook or paperback so they can also do the timed reading exercises and track                  

their progress. 

Abby Marks Beale is America’s #1 Speed Reading Expert and the founder of Rev It Up Reading, a                  

speed reading training company. For the past 25 years, she has taught speed reading to busy               

professionals, educators and students and is also the creator of the Rev It Up Reading Online Reading               

Course.  

“I am thrilled about the release of the 10 Days to Faster Reading audio book,” said Marks Beale. “I’ve                   

wanted to produce this audio version for a long time because I know that there are some people who                   

want to improve their reading skills but DON’T want to read in order to do it! I’m happy to offer them                     

this audio program that shares simple and valuable strategies to rev up their reading skills. Since most                 

people haven’t had any reading training since elementary school, there is a great need for this                

advice!” 

The 10 Days to Faster Reading audio book includes 10 bonus interviews with successful experts in 

various fields offering reflection on the book content.  Pat Wyman, founder of HowToLearn.com, and 

Dr. Willie Jolley, The Attitude and Achievement Expert, are among those who have contributed their 

wisdom and were interviewed by Marks Beale.  The 10 Days to Faster Reading audio book is now 

available for immediate purchase online through Audible, Amazon and iTunes.   

To learn more about the author, hear a sample or to purchase the 10 Days to Faster Reading audio                   

book go to: http://www.revitupreading.com/10daysaudio/.  
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